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When you don’t create a constructor for records, Java creates it for
you.

[Java 17, which is a long-term support release, is a signi�cant step forward from Java 11. Although Java 17

became generally available in September 2021, the matching version of the certi�cation exam has not

been released as of this quiz’s publication date. The exam is in the later stages of development, and we’re

excited to begin presenting questions based on the objectives for the new exam. —Ed.]

Given the Period record

record Period (int minutes) {
    // add new code here
}

and this client code
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and this client code

var period = new Period();

What should be added at “// add new code here” to allow the client code to create a period with

minutes set to zero? Choose one.

A. Period {
    minutes = 0;
}

The answer is A.

B. Period() {
    this.minutes = 0;
}

The answer is B.

C. Period() {
    this(0);
}

The answer is C.

D. Period() {
}

The answer is D.

Answer. JEP 395, released in Java 16, creates a new class declaration syntax called a record. Records

support a very succinct source code form that creates a class that has private final �elds,

initialization of those �elds, and accessor methods with the same names as the �elds, along with equals,

hashCode, and serialization behavior—all through implicitly generated code.

A particular di�erence between normal classes and records is that records have very di�erent constructor

rules.

For example, for regular Java classes, if the programmer provides no constructors, the compiler creates a

default constructor. That default constructor typically takes no explicit arguments, calls the zero-

argument superclass constructor, and initializes no �elds.

However, a record must always contain the canonical constructor. The record contains �elds that are

declared in the parentheses that follow the type name, and the canonical constructor initializes those

�elds from its arguments.

If you do not provide this canonical constructor, the compiler creates it automatically. You can also add

additional constructors; these must delegate, directly or indirectly, to the canonical constructor.

Given that this quiz question’s code does not declare any explicit constructors, the canonical constructor

will be created by the compiler. That will look like the following:

Period (int minutes) { // canonical constructor
    …
}

Note that the client code calls a constructor without arguments, and this will not match the canonical form

above Therefore you must add an explicit custom constructor to the record and that constructor must

https://openjdk.java.net/jeps/395


above. Therefore, you must add an explicit custom constructor to the record, and that constructor must

take zero arguments and result in the initialization of the minutes �eld to zero.

The code in option A demonstrates a compact form of canonical constructor. This syntax is typically used

to validate arguments that will be used for initialization, but it cannot change the argument list of the

canonical constructor. Therefore, even though the syntax is valid, it does not provide a constructor with

zero arguments; consequently option A is incorrect.

Option B highlights another di�erence in the rules for record constructors: An overloading record

constructor is required to explicitly delegate to another record constructor on the �rst line. The

requirement exists because all construction must eventually delegate to the canonical constructor. Any

overloading constructor must delegate to another constructor using this(...) on its �rst line. You can

therefore conclude that the code does not compile, and option B is incorrect.

Option D is also incorrect: As discussed with option B, any overloading constructor in a record must call

another constructor on the very �rst line.

In option C, the overloading zero-argument constructor correctly delegates to another constructor using

this(...) on the �rst line. In this case, the zero-argument constructor delegates directly to the

canonical constructor and initializes minutes to zero. Therefore, option C is correct.

Conclusion. The correct answer is option C.
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